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Effects of voluntary exercise on tumorigenesis in the
C3(1)/SV40Tag transgenic mouse model of breast cancer
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Abstract. Epidemiologic studies suggest an association
between physical activity (PA) and breast cancer risk. We
examined the relationship between voluntary wheel running
and breast cancer in C3(1)/SV40Tag mice. Female FVB/N and
C3(1)/SV40Tag mice were assigned to either PA [C3(1)-PA]
(n=12) or sedentary (Sed) [C3(1)-Sed] (n=15) treatment and
were placed in a cage with access to a running wheel (PA) or
without (Sed) from 4 to 24 weeks of age (sacrifice). Physical
activity data were analyzed for running distance, time and
speed. Body composition was examined at 12 weeks of age.
Tumors were counted twice weekly and at sacrifice to assess
multiplicity. Tumor volume was calculated using external calipers [0.52 x (largest diameter) x (smallest diameter)2]. Heart and
body weight were also recorded at sacrifice. Results showed
that voluntary wheel running reduced tumor volume per tumor
[C3(1)-Sed, 422.3±89.9 mm 3; C3(1)-PA, 260.2±61.7 mm 3]
(P<0.05), but was associated with increased tumor number
(P<0.05). Body composition analysis showed no differences in
body fat between the groups. Heart weight/body weight ratio
was increased following physical activity (P<0.05) providing
evidence of a training effect. In conclusion, voluntary wheel
running activity was effective at slowing tumor growth in the
C3(1)/SV40Tag mouse model of breast cancer, but did not
inhibit tumor initiation. These data provide support for further
development of the C3(1)/SV40Tag mouse model for use in
understanding the role of physical activity on breast cancer
progression and the mechanisms for its effects.
Introduction
Breast cancer is currently the second most commonly diagnosed cancer and the leading cause of cancer related death in
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women in the United States. Epidemiological evidence indicates that physical inactivity is linked to higher breast cancer
risk, whereas increased levels of physical activity in youth
and throughout adulthood are associated with a reduced risk
for developing breast cancer (1-4). Numerous animal studies
have investigated the relationship between physical activity
and reductions in mammary tumor growth and development; however, conflicting findings have weakened the basis
for inferring a causal relationship. For example, many have
reported benefits of exercise on mammary growth and development (5-10) while others have reported either no effect or
negative outcomes (11-14). The disparate results are likely due
to the variability in animal models as well as differences across
exercise protocols in which intensity, mode and duration often
vary making it difficult to compare across studies.
Previously, we reported that forced daily treadmill running
(1 h/day, 6 days/week for 20 weeks) in C3(1)/SV40Tag mice
significantly decreased tumor number and volume (15). To our
knowledge, this was the first investigation of the effects of any
type of physical activity on tumorigenesis in the C3(1)/SV40Tag
mouse model of breast cancer and only the second in a transgenic
breast cancer mouse model (13). The C3(1)/SV40Tag mouse
is a representative model of the human disease; lesions that
develop between 8-12 weeks of age are histologically similar
to mammary intraepithelial neoplasia (MIN) and ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) observed in humans (16,17). Mammary
tumors develop with a 100% incidence in transgenic female
mice and progress to invasive carcinomas at ~16 weeks of age
making this a timely and appropriate model for interventional
studies (16,17).
In the present investigation, we sought to determine whether
voluntary physical activity, initiated prior to the development
of mammary tumors, could attenuate tumor development and
growth in the triple-negative C3(1)/SV40Tag mouse model
of breast cancer. These mice lack expression for estrogen
receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and ERBB2 (Her2,
Neu), and the absence of these has been associated with poor
prognosis (18). Voluntary wheel running was used as it evokes a
significant training effect while minimizing stress placed on the
animal since the animal self-selects its own running distance,
time and speed (19). Body composition was also assessed given
that reductions in body mass via increased energy expenditure
or decreased energy intake (i.e. caloric restriction) have been
linked to decreased breast cancer incidence (20).
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It was hypothesized that voluntary wheel running
would attenuate mammary tumor incidence and growth in
C3(1)/SV40Tag mice. To our knowledge, this is the only
report of a reduction in tumor volume following voluntary
wheel‑running activity in a transgenic mouse model of breast
cancer. As such, it may carry important implications for the
development of specific exercise protocols for slowing the
progression of incident disease. These findings may also have
special relevance for women with triple negative breast tumors
who are more likely to have poorer prognoses (21).
Materials and methods
Animals. Female FVB/N wild‑type mice were originally
purchased from Harlan Sprague-Dawley Laboratories and bred
with male heterozygous C3(1)/SV40Tag transgenic mice (a gift
from Dr Jeffrey Green, Chief, Transgenic Oncogenesis and
Genomics Section, Laboratory of Cancer Biology and Genetics,
National Cancer Institute) in the animal research facility at the
University of South Carolina. Female offspring were genotyped
using RT-PCR for the C3(1)/SV40Tag gene by tail snips taken
prior to weaning. Mice were maintained on a 12/12‑h lightdark cycle in a low-stress environment (22˚C, 50% humidity
and low noise) and provided standard rodent chow and water
ad libitum. All animal care and experimentation was approved
by the University of South Carolina's Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee.
Voluntary physical activity treatment. At 4 weeks of age, female
C3(1)/SV40Tag and littermate (non-cancerous) FVB/N mice
were randomly assigned to either the physical activity (PA) or
sedentary (Sed) treatment (n=7-15) [FVB‑Sed, n=7; FVB‑PA,
n=13; C3(1)-Sed, n=15; C3(1)-PA, n=12]. Additional mice were
included in the FVB-PA (compared to FVB-Sed group) to
increase the power for comparisons of wheel running behavior
to the C3(1)-PA group. Final sample size between the C3(1)
treatment groups varied as a result of misgenotyped mice that
were subsequently excluded from the analysis. All mice included
in the analysis survived the entire 20‑week treatment period.
All mice randomized to the PA condition were housed
individually and had continuous access to a voluntary running
wheel (Mini-Mitter, Bend, OR, USA) from 4-24 weeks of age.
Sedentary mice were individually housed in cages lacking a
voluntary running wheel. Voluntary wheel running activity
was measured automatically during the treatment period via a
computer using Vital View physiological and behavioral monitoring software (Mini-Mitter). Total running distance, total
time spent running on the wheel and peak running speed were
accessed and calculated as previously described (22). Data are
presented as the sum of all 2-min intervals collected each day
(24 h) that were then averaged per week for the 20 week treatment period.
Body weight, body composition and food intake. Body weight
as well as food and water intake were measured weekly
throughout the treatment period. To assess potential differences
in body composition that may result from the exercise intervention, a subset of animals from each group (n=4-7) underwent
body composition analysis at 12 weeks of age. Analysis was
performed on the Lunar PIXImus X-ray densitometer (DEXA)
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for small animals. Animals were lightly anesthetized via isoflurane inhalation using a nose cone. The 12‑week measurement
point was chosen as animals had not yet developed palpable
tumors; it is possible that the presence of tumors would have
skewed the compositional data.
Tumor progression. Beginning at 12 weeks of age, all
C3(1)/SV40Tag mice were examined twice a week for palpable
tumors by the same trained investigator. The number of
tumors within each mouse was recorded and the tumor volume
was calculated using the formula: 0.52 x (largest diameter) x
(smallest diameter)2 (23). In order to account for differences
in tumor number, the total tumor volume was divided by the
number of tumors within that animal. This value was then
used to represent the average volume per tumor within each
treatment group.
Sacrifice and tissue collection. At 24 weeks of age all mice
were sacrificed via isoflurane inhalation. Visible tumors were
removed from all 10 mammary glands and measured to determine tumor volume. The heart was removed and weighed to
establish the effectiveness of the exercise. Spleen weight was
also recorded as it has been positively associated with tumorigenesis (15).
Statistical analysis. All data were analyzed using commercial
statistical software (SigmaStat, SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).
Sacrifice data including body weight, spleen weight, heart weight
and DEXA data were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA (genotype x physical activity) with Student‑Newman‑Keuls post hoc
analysis when appropriate. Sacrifice tumor number, volume and
volume per tumor, as well as tumor latency and growth rate
were analyzed using Student's t‑tests. Weekly wheel running
data (distance, time and speed), tumor data, body weight, food
consumption and water intake were analyzed using a two-way
repeated measures ANOVA (time x dependent variable) with
Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc testing when appropriate.
Statistical significance was set at an α value of P<0.05. Data are
presented as mean (± SEM).
Results
Body weight, composition and food intake. Body weight was
measured weekly throughout the treatment period (4-24 weeks
of age) (Fig. 1). At 21 weeks of age, C3(1)-PA had significantly
elevated body weight compared with FVB-PA (P<0.05) and
from 22-24 weeks of age, both C3(1) groups (PA and Sed) had
significantly greater body weight than the FVB groups (PA
and Sed) (P<0.05). These differences however, were likely
the result of the increasing tumor burden in the C3(1) mice;
body weight taken at sacrifice following removal of all tumors
showed no differences between the groups. Body composition
assessed by DEXA also supported this finding; at 12 weeks of
age there were no differences in body fat percentage and body
fat mass between the groups. Percent body fat was 9.1±0.88%
in the FVB-Sed mice; 10.5±0.39% in the FVB-PA mice; and
9.0±0.40 and 9.9±0.55% in the C3(1)-Sed and C3(1)-PA mice,
respectively. Total fat mass was also similar between groups;
1.68±0.19 and 1.68±0.09 g in the FVB-Sed mice and C3(1)-Sed
mice; and 1.83±0.08 and 1.80±0.10 g in the FVB-PA and
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Figure 1. Body weight is not influenced by physical activity in C3(1)/SV40Tag
and FVB/N wild‑type mice. Mice had access to voluntary running wheels for
20 weeks during which body weight was measured weekly. * Significantly different from FVB-PA; ^significantly different from FVB-Sed, P<0.05. Values are
means ± SEM.

C3(1)-PA mice. As expected, food and water intake, measured
weekly throughout the treatment period, was elevated in the
physical activity groups (P<0.05) (data not shown).
Voluntary physical activity. Mice randomized to the voluntary
physical activity intervention had continuous access to cage
running wheels for the duration of the experiment (4-24 weeks
of age). Running distance, peak speed and time increased
over the first 8 weeks of the intervention (Fig. 2A, B and C,
respectively) with no significant differences between the strains
(FVB/N and C3(1)/SV40Tag). However, by 18-19 weeks of
age distance and peak speed were significantly lower in the
C3(1)/SV40Tag mice (P<0.05), corresponding with increasing
tumor growth. Similarly, 24-h running time was significantly
lower in the C3(1)/SV40Tag mice than FVB/N at 14-16 weeks
and from 19-24 weeks of age (P<0.05). Given that wheel running
distance, speed and time declined significantly in the last
~4 weeks of the experiment, we did not measure any common
markers of training adaptations in the skeletal muscle as it may
not accurately reflect the magnitude of change that occurred at
earlier time-points during the treatment period. Therefore, we
can not make any conclusions about a potential relationship
between aerobic capacity and tumorigenesis in this study. It
has however, been previously reported that there is not a direct
effect of muscle citrate synthase activity on carcinogenesis in a
rat model of MNU-induced breast carcinogenesis (24).

Figure 2. Mammary tumor development attenuates voluntary physical activity
in C3(1)/SV40Tag mice. Mice were individually housed in cages with a
voluntary running wheel. Daily (24 h) (A) running distance, (B) speed and
(C) time, were averaged per week (n=12-13/group). *Significantly different
from C3(1)/SV40Tag mice, P<0.05; #trend for differences from C3(1)/SV40Tag
mice. Values are means ± SEM.

Effects of voluntary physical activity on tumorigenesis.
Beginning at 12 weeks of age all C3(1)/SV40Tag mice were
palpated twice a week for tumors, and tumor number and volume
were recorded. The C3(1)-PA mice had an increase in tumor
number compared to C3(1)-Sed mice at 22.5 weeks (P<0.05)
and 23 weeks (P= 0.07) (Fig. 3). Specifically at 22.5 weeks,
C3(1)-Sed mice had 7.0±0.8 tumors while the C3(1)-PA mice
had 8.8±1.1 tumors. At 23 weeks these values were almost identical, but at sacrifice (24 weeks) C3(1)-Sed mice had 8.9±0.8
tumors while C3(1)-PA averaged 12.0±1.2 tumors. In addition,
there was no benefit of physical activity on the time to palpa-

tion of the first tumor [C3(1)-Sed, 110.4±3.7 days; C3(1)-PA,
114.0±4.9 days].
On the contrary, average tumor volume was reduced at
sacrifice (24 weeks) in the C3(1)-PA mice (3,581.6±705.6 mm3
compared with 4,190.8±797.9 mm3 in the sedentary mice)
(Fig. 4). Furthermore, when adjusted for tumor number, average
tumor volume was lower in the C3(1)-PA group at 23.5 weeks
(P<0.05) and at sacrifice (Fig. 5). Specifically, at 23.5 weeks
C3(1)-Sed had an average tumor volume per tumor of
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Figure 3. Physical activity increases tumor number in C3(1)/SV40Tag mice with access to a voluntary running wheel from 4 to 24 weeks of age (n=12-13/group).
Tumors were counted (A) twice weekly and (B) at sacrifice. *Significantly different from C3(1)-Sed, P<0.05; #trend for differences from C3(1)-Sed, P<0.07. Values
are means ± SEM.

Figure 4. Physical activity does not influence tumor volume in C3(1)/SV40Tag mice with access to a voluntary running wheel from 4 weeks to 24 weeks of age
(n=12-13/group). Tumors were measured twice weekly (A) and at sacrifice (B) for calculation of tumor volume. Values are means ± SEM.

Figure 5. Physical activity decreases tumor volume expressed per tumor in C3(1)/SV40Tag mice with access to a voluntary running wheel from 4 to 24 weeks of
age (n=12-13/group). Volume per tumor over time is displayed in A and values at sacrifice are shown in B. *Significantly different from C3(1)-Sed, P<0.05; #trend
for differences from C3(1)-Sed, P<0.09. Values are means ± SEM.
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301.2±62.4 mm3 compared to 207.9±42.3 mm3 in the C3(1)-PA
mice. By sacrifice at 24 weeks of age, the average tumor
volume per tumor was almost 40% lower in the C3(1)-PA mice
compared to C3(1)-Sed mice as tumor volume in the C3(1)-Sed
mice had risen to 422.3±89.9 mm3 versus just 260.2±61.7 mm3
in the C3(1)-PA mice. Similarly, tumor growth rate expressed
as the change in tumor volume (in mm3) per day from time of
palpation to 23.5 weeks of age was decreased ~20% by physical
activity [C3(1)-Sed, 9.4±2.2; C3(1)-PA, 7.6±1.78]. However, this
did not reach statistical significance.
Heart and spleen weight. At sacrifice heart weight was recorded
as an indicator of aerobic training. A main effect of both strain
and physical activity was detected when expressed relative to
body weight and post hoc comparisons revealed a significant
elevation in both the FVB-PA (0.49±0.01%) and C3(1)-PA
(0.48±0.01%) groups compared with C3(1)-Sed (0.39±0.012%)
(P<0.05). Spleen weight was also recorded at sacrifice as this
has been associated with tumor burden (15). When expressed
relative to body weight, there was a main effect of strain [C3(1),
0.96±0.10%; FVB/N, 0.40±0.005%] but no effects of exercise
and no interaction.
Discussion
Epidemiological evidence supports a reduction in breast cancer
risk for physically active women (2). Animal models provide a
useful tool to study this relationship; however, inconsistencies
among breast cancer models and physical activity protocols
have hampered the reproducibility of the association reported in
the epidemiological literature. Therefore we sought to establish
the relationship between voluntary wheel running and tumorigenesis in the representative, triple-negative C3(1)/SV40Tag
transgenic mouse model of human breast cancer. Results
show that voluntary wheel running, initiated prior to tumor
development, significantly reduces tumor volume per tumor
independent of changes in body weight or body composition.
Consistent with this, we found a slight improvement in tumor
growth rate with physical activity, but this did not reach statistical significance. On the other hand however, tumor number
was significantly elevated following 20 weeks of physical
activity and there was no benefit of physical activity on tumor
latency in this mouse model.
Several studies have examined the effects of physical
activity or exercise on mammary carcinogenesis in animal
models, but the results remain variable when voluntary wheel
running is employed (13,20,24,25). Thompson et al (26) has
consistently shown decreased carcinogenic incidence after
both free and motorized wheel running in the chemicallyinduced rat model of mammary tumorigenesis (20,24,26).
Conversely, benefits as well as no effect of exercise have been
reported in mouse implantation models using MDA-MB231 human breast cancer cells (14,25). However, chemical,
implantation and hormone-induced cancer models may not
accurately portray the development and progression of the
human disease making it difficult to specifically assess the
effects of exercise on disease initiation and progression. Use
of genetically engineered mouse models may more closely
mimic spontaneous tumor development and therefore provide
clinically relevant insight into the relationship between

physical activity and breast cancer growth. However, to our
knowledge, only one other study has examined the effects of
voluntary physical activity on breast cancer progression in a
transgenic mouse model (13).
In the current investigation, we report a ~40% reduction in
tumor size, but no benefits on tumor establishment (measured
as tumor number), following voluntary wheel running. We
interpret this to mean that in the C3(1)/SV40Tag mouse, which
develop tumors with 100% incidence, voluntary wheel running
activity is more effective at preventing progression of tumor
growth as opposed to inhibiting tumor initiation. The lack of
a benefit of physical activity on tumor number is likely due
to the inability of voluntary exercise to overcome the highly
tumorigenic phenotype induced by the inactivation of two
primary tumor suppressors, p53 and pRb, in this model (16).
Alternatively, the potential for an interaction between p53
status and exercise also exists as p53, cardiovascular fitness
and cancer-free survival have been linked in investigations
of p53 knockout mice undergoing exercise protocols (27).
Previously, Colbert et al hypothesized that their findings of
increased mammary tumor incidence in p53+/-:MMTV-Wnt-1
mice with both voluntary wheel running and treadmill
running may have been due to the lack of functional p53 (13).
In contrast, C3(1)/SV40Tag mice express wild‑type p53 which
is inactivated by Tag binding. Therefore, given the role of p53
in the promotion of aerobic metabolism (vs. glycolytic), and
the mitochondrial adaptive response to exercise, it is certainly
plausible that these alterations in p53 may be linked to the
divergent effects of exercise on tumorigenesis (28). Lastly,
an interaction between the numerous physiological effects
of physical activity and either C3(1) or SV40Tag expression
could also have contributed to the increase in tumor number
following exercise. However, such relationships were not
examined in the current investigation and therefore we can
only speculate that these genetic alterations of our mouse
model may have contributed to the reported effects.
In contrast to our present findings, we previously showed
that treadmill running reduced both tumor volume and
number in C3(1)/SV40Tag mice (15). This difference is likely
due to variations in the exercise protocols. In the present
investigation, running distances, times and speeds declined
at later ages presumably due to the increasing tumor burden
and sickness. On the other hand the treadmill running protocol
forced animals to maintain a constant running volume and
intensity for the duration of the study. Therefore, the decline
in running behavior in the current study may have occurred
at a critical time for maximizing the benefits of physical
activity on tumor multiplicity and/or growth in this mouse
model. However, a direct comparison between these studies
is somewhat hampered by allelic variation between the sets
of C3(1)/SV40Tag mice as the present investigation used
heterozygous mice while the treadmill study included only
homozygous C3(1)/SV40Tag mice.
These results also provide evidence of a potential
intensity dependent effect of exercise on tumorigenesis in
C3(1)/SV40Tag mice. Previously, Thompson et al found very
low intensity exercise to enhance tumorigenesis (11,12), while
higher intensities (>35% max) were related to reductions
in tumor multiplicity independent of exercise duration (5).
Therefore, the lack of more pronounced benefits of physical
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activity on tumorigenesis in this mouse model may be related
to the decline in exercise intensity as tumors developed and
progressed in size. Further experimentation including testing
of additional exercise protocols and increased group sizes is
necessary to determine the strength of this model for mechanistic research on the benefits of physical activity in breast
cancer.
The focus of this study was not to determine biological
mechanisms, however, we did assess body weight and body
composition as it is well known that caloric restriction and
body mass reductions decrease breast cancer risk and incidence (6,29,30). Therefore, it was important to confirm that
the effects of exercise were independent of an energy imbalance. We found no differences in body weight (once tumor
weight was accounted for) nor body fat, between the sedentary and physically active wild‑type and C3(1)/SV40Tag mice
after 8 weeks of voluntary wheel running, implying that any
benefits of physical activity were via mechanisms independent of differences in fat mass. Body composition analyses
were only performed at 12 weeks of age in an attempt to
limit the disruption of running behavior and to eliminate
any potential influence of tumor composition. As a result, we
can only speculate that body composition was not different
between the groups as tumor burden increased. In support
of our findings, several other investigations have also shown
benefits of physical activity on breast cancer independent of
changes in body composition (5,9,10). Therefore, additional
hypotheses explaining the changes induced by voluntary
wheel running may include alterations in energy sensing
pathways, growth related proteins and/or myokines and
cytokines (14,15,31). In fact, we have previously shown that
treadmill exercise can reduce circulating levels of the inflammatory, pro-tumorigenic cytokines, MCP-1 and IL-6, in
accordance with decreased tumor volume in C3(1)/SV40Tag
mice (15). Further, exercise induced changes in the availability of metabolic fuels, due at least in part to decreased
tumor blood flow, may limit tumor growth in this mouse
model (31). Future studies should focus on investigating the
effects of exercise on these mechanisms specifically in the
C3(1)/SV40Tag mouse.
This is the first report of a benefit of voluntary wheel
running on tumor growth in a transgenic mouse model of
breast cancer. Although voluntary wheel running activity
was associated with an increase in tumor number, the
average volume per tumor was significantly reduced
implying that this physical activity paradigm may be more
effective at preventing tumor growth as opposed to inhibiting tumor initiation in the C3(1)/SV40Tag breast cancer
mouse model. These findings contribute to the growing
body of literature on the benefits of physical activity
on breast cancer and provide support for the continued
development of the C3(1)/SV40Tag mouse model for
investigation of the relationship between breast cancer
progression and physical activity.
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